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Submission to the Senate Standing Committees on Economics on the Governance
and Operation of the Northern Australia Infrastructure Facility (NAIF).
To the Committee,
Thank you for inviting the Australian Conservation Foundation (ACF) to make a
submission to this important Senate Inquiry.
ACF is Australia’s peak environmental organisation. We represent a community of
more than 400,000 people who are committed to achieving a healthy environment for
all Australians. For more than 50 years ACF has been a strong advocate for Australia’s
forests, rivers, people and wildlife. We work with community leaders, social
movements, Indigenous people, economists, businesses, governments and ordinary
Australians. ACF is proudly independent, non-partisan and funded by donations from
our community.
ACF has a vibrant history of participation in Northern Australia. Central to our
approach is an understanding that much of this area is a rich living cultural landscape,
and that the quality of life in the region depends on ensuring that the health of the
forests, woodlands, rivers and wetlands is maintained.
As early as the 1960’s, ACF championed the protection of the Great Barrier Reef, the
world’s largest and most diverse coral reef system, from mining and oil drilling. Since
then, ACF has also successfully campaigned for the inscription of the Koongarra area
within Kakadu National Park onto the World Heritage List, supported land tenure
reform within Cape York and halted the Jabiluka uranium mine. By invitation, ACF
has worked with Traditional Owner groups in support of their aspirations to protect
country, establish their own ranger teams and develop nature and culture based
tourism projects, including most recently with Cape York’s Olkola people and Intrepid
Travel.
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ACF has actively engaged in the Commonwealth Government’s policy development
for Northern Australia. Most recently ACF wrote detailed submissions to the White
Paper on Developing Northern Australia, the Inquiry on the Goal, Design and Criteria of the
Northern Australia Infrastructure Facility (NAIF) and the Inquiry into Opportunities and
Methods for Stimulating the Tourism Industry in Northern Australia.
In addition to our submission, we attach a report prepared for ACF by ACIL Allen
Consulting, regarding the issues for the Northern Australia Infrastructure Facility
(NAIF) in financing the Carmichael - Abbot Point rail line.
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Summary of Recommendations
•

At the heart of the NAIF Act needs to be requirements ensuring the Facility acts
in the interest of Northern Australian communities, including capturing
environmental and social sustainable development goals.

Transparency and Accountability
• Review of NAIF’s FOI processes by the Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner.
• Review of all NAIF assessment policies and processes to ensure that they
comply with best practice requirements for public administration, including
clear investment processes, which include consideration of stranded asset risks;
requirements to publish detailed information about Investment Decisions
immediately following a decision and clear formal review process.
o The inclusion of NAIF in the Australian National Audit Office’s 2017/18
Work Program may fulfill the above recommendation.
• Project assessments to be paused until the reviews are completed and the
recommendations of these reviews are considered.
• Disclosure of the Master Facility Agreement.
Independence
• Strengthen NAIF transparency and accountability processes, including:
o NAIF Act to require the appointment of board members with experience
in agricultural, renewable, educational and environmental matters.
Immediate appointment of board members with this experience.
o Disclosure of all NAIF conflict of interest decisions.
• Disclosure of further details of the relationship between NAIF and Efic.
Investment Mandate
• Insertion of suitable person test into NAIF Investment Mandate.
• Public benefit test to express the desire of improving the long-term wellbeing
of Northern Australians, while protecting and enhancing existing
environmental and cultural sites.
• NAIF to publish a statement of reasons as to how specific investment decisions
comply with the mandatory and non-mandatory criteria.
• NAIF be redesigned to include a new small/medium scale infrastructure grant
facility, within the cost of the original $5 billion appropriation.
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The Value of Northern Australia
Stretching over 2,500 kilometres from the Kimberley in Western Australia, through
Kakadu and Arnhem Land in the Northern Territory, to the Gulf country and Cape
York Peninsula in Queensland, and including the vast fringing reef marine parks of
Ningaloo and the Great Barrier Reef, Northern Australia is home to the largest and
most ecologically intact ecosystems left on earth. It is world renowned for its natural
and cultural values, which are recognised in both national and World Heritage
proclamations. It is home to no less than 7 National and World Heritage sites. These
unique natural places support thousands of jobs and livelihoods in tourism, the arts,
land and sea management.
ACF’s vision for a better future for people and nature in Northern Australia sees our
governments applying lessons from the past and becoming world leaders in
sustainable resource management and building a resilient economy which provides
secure employment, strong service delivery and dramatically reduces the
disadvantage faced by many Indigenous Australians.
ACF supports the creation of an infrastructure investment fund for Northern
Australia, provided that sustainable development is the core objective. Unfortunately,
the NAIF, at least as presently governed and designed, does not guarantee this. The
NAIF Act requires fundamental rethinking to ensure that the goals of environmentally
and socially sustainable development are achieved.
Structurally, the Northern Australia Infrastructure Facility Act 2016 (the Act) and the
Northern Australia Infrastructure Facility Investment Mandate Direction 2016 (the
Investment Mandate) fail to provide appropriate guidance as to how NAIF should
allocate its $5 billion investment fund. NAIF’s governance also lacks transparency and
independence. In the absence of transparency, independence and appropriate
legislative direction, Australians cannot be assured that NAIF is making wise
investment decisions that satisfy the long-term public interest in sustainable
development for Northern Australia.
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1.

Transparency and Accountability

As a matter of principle, Australians have a right to know where public funds are spent
and how decisions by public bodies are made. The Australian Government’s National
Commission of Audit lists transparency and honesty as two principles of good
government. 1 Transparency is a powerful mechanism for ensuring accountable
decision-making.
NAIF is responsible for administering $5 billion in public funds. Given the scale of this
public investment, it is reasonable to expect that NAIF would be subjected to a high
level of oversight, scrutiny and review. However, at present, NAIF operates with a
high-level discretion and is subject to little in the way of checks and balances.
Australians cannot be confident that NAIF is investing public funds judiciously or in
a manner that benefits the long-term public interests of Northern Australia.
Information Disclosure
NAIF has been extremely resistant to requests for information from ACF and other
interested parties. Freedom of Information (FOI) requests seeking information about
NAIF, Adani and the North Galilee Rail Line have yielded little or no information.
Moreover, when answers to FOI requests have been provided, they have not been
timely. For example, an FOI request made to the Department of Foreign Affairs and
Trade in December 2016 was not answered until 18 May 2017. 2 Numerous FOI requests
to NAIF in early 2017 have not yet received responses. The length of time to process
FOI requests related to NAIF and Adani falls well beyond the 30-day processing
period prescribed by s 15 of the Freedom of Information Act 1982. These delays erode the
ability of the public to hold NAIF accountable.
A recent report by The Australia Institute (TAI) highlighted similar concerns about
NAIF’s FOI processes, 3 concluding that the agency’s responses demonstrate that it is

Australian Government (2013) http://www.ncoa.gov.au/report/phase-one/part-a/1-5-principles-ofgood-government.html.
1

Michael West, ‘Dirty Deeds’ (2017)
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/auscon/pages/2991/attachments/original/1495492896/DirtyDee
dsReport_FINAL_230517.pdf?1495492896 p 28.
2

The Australia Institute, ‘Freedom of Information requests on Adani and the Northern Australia
Infrastructure Facility (NAIF)’ (2017)

3
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“poorly resourced and lacking detailed internal process documentation”. A striking
illustration of NAIF’s inadequate resourcing for FOI handling is the fact that the
agency’s FOI Officer is the NAIF Chief of Staff. 4
NAIF’s reasons for rejecting FOI requests also reveal hostility towards the principles
of transparency and accountability. The most common ground for refusal has been
“commercial-in-confidence”, which has been used to deny the release of information
about an extremely broad range of matters including the identity of applicants, 5
decision-making processes and policies, 6 conflict of interest decisions and processes 7
and details of board meetings. 8
Associate Professor Rick Snell, Deputy Dean of the University of Tasmania Law School
and leading Australian expert in FOI law, has observed that NAIF “scramble for
whatever excuses they can not to release information and go out of their way, more so
than any other agency I’ve encountered”. 9 Professor Snell has also commented “that
level of secrecy is not justified” and that “[because of] the funds controlled and size of
[NAIF’s] projects, there is a necessity for a significant level of transparency”. 10

http://www.tai.org.au/sites/defualt/files/Swann%202016%20Briefing%20Note%20%20NAIF%20FoI_1.pdf.
4

NAIF (2017) http://www.naif.gov.au/freedom-of-information/.

5

Supplementary Budget Estimates - October 2016, Questions on Notice (15 December 2016) SI-33.

Katharine Murphy, ‘Infrastructure fund lacks transparency on Adani plans, warns thinktank’ (2
March 2017) https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/mar/02/infrastructure-fund-lackstransparency-on-adani-plans-warns-thinktank.
6

7

Hansard, Senate Economics Legislation Committee (1 June 2017) p 114.

Joshua Robertson, ‘Agency ruling on federal loan to Adani cites cyberbullying as reason for secrecy’
(28 June 2017) https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/jun/28/agency-ruling-on-federalloan-to-adani-cites-cyberbullying-as-reason-for-secrecy.
8

Joshua Robertson, ‘'Most secretive': Northern Australia Infrastructure Facility resists information
requests’ (30 June 2017) https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/jun/30/federal-loan-bodysdenial-of-foi-request-most-secretive-says-legal-expert.
9

Mark Willacy and Alexandra Blucher, ‘Freedom of Information request blocked by agency assessing
$1b loan to mining giant Adani‘ (13 February 2017) http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-02-13/agencyassessing-$1b-loan-to-adani-rejects-foi-request/8259342.
10
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In addition to concerns about NAIF’s FOI processes, the relevant department, the
Office of Northern Australia, has been resistant to providing information. Answers to
many questions on notice that were due on 13 April 2017 were not provided until 22
May 2017, more than one month late. 11 Answers that were due on 27 July 2017 have
also not been provided on time 12 and it is unknown when a response will be delivered.
Further, a Senate order requiring the disclosure of NAIF’s RIsk Appetite Statement has
not been complied with. 13
The Office of the Australian Information Commissioner notes that there are three
central reasons why FOI is important: 14
1.

2.
3.

FOI allows individuals to see what information government holds about them,
and to seek correction of that information if they consider it wrong or
misleading.
FOI enhances the transparency of policy making, administrative decision
making and government service delivery.
A community that is better informed can participate more effectively in the
nation’s democratic processes.

Considering this, NAIF’s approach to FOI is undemocratic. It undermines a critical
check and balance in Australia’s system of government. As this submission outlines in
further detail, this opaqueness is particularly concerning given the conflicts of interest
and political interferences that have plagued NAIF’s operations. Until NAIF becomes
more transparent, it is impossible to have confidence in the agency’s competence to
manage $5 billion in public funds.
•

ACF recommends that an immediate review of NAIF’s FOI processes is
conducted by the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner. ACF also

Supplementary Budget Estimates (March 2017)
http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Senate_Estimates/economicsctte/estimates/add1617/I
ndustry/index.
11

Budget Estimates (June 2017)
http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Senate_Estimates/economicsctte/estimates/bud1718/I
ndustry/index.
12

13

Hansard, Senate Economics Legislation Committee (1 June 2017) p 142.

Office of the Australian Information Commissioner (2017) https://www.oaic.gov.au/freedom-ofinformation/rights-and-responsibilities.
14
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recommends that NAIF pause the assessment of applications for financial
assistance until the recommendations of this review are considered.
Assessment and Approval Processes
NAIF has provided extremely limited information about its assessment and approval
processes.
Descriptions of the four-stage investment decision process on the NAIF website are
highly general and do not explain in detail how the agency makes decisions about
project assessment and approvals. 15 They are also caveated by the statement “the
below application and assessment process is a guideline only and may vary depending
on the type and suitability for the project”.16
Regarding the assessment process, former Minister Canavan also stated that “that
“there is not really a formal submission or application process. There are discussions
that occur between the board, the NAIF officials and proponents, and they will
advance through various stages as per the board’s decisions”. 17 These statements are
supported by the extremely minimal application form on NAIF’s website, which
appears as a simple “contact us” text box. 18 This contrasts with the application form
for the Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC), which asks applicants detailed
questions, designed to gauge the preliminary eligibility and characteristics of the
project.19
It was also not until June 2017 that many critical governance policies were published
on NAIF’s website including the Public Benefit Guideline, Indigenous Engagement
Strategy Guideline and Environmental and Social Review of Transaction Policy. 20
NAIF’s Risk Management Framework was also not published until after May 2017. 21

15

NAIF (2017) http://www.naif.gov.au/application-process/application-and-approval-procedure/.

16

Ibid.

17

Hansard, Senate Economics Legislation Committee (20 October 2016) p 177.

18

NAIF (2017) http://www.naif.gov.au/application-process/submit-my-proposal/.

19

NAIF (2017) http://www.cefc.com.au/submit-proposal/application-form.aspx.

20

NAIF (2017) http://www.naif.gov.au/about-us/naif-governance/.

21

NAIF (2017) http://www.naif.gov.au/risk-management-framework/.
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The delayed publication of these documents is concerning given that NAIF was
already assessing project applications before policies were finalised. Specifically,
former Minister Canavan announced that as of early 2017 four projects had progressed
to the due diligence stage. 22 It is unclear what processes NAIF was using to assess these
projects, given that important policy documents had not been finalised at the date of
their consideration.
Transparent decision-making requires the development and full disclosure of all
assessment policies and processes. The information that has been provided to date
does little to reassure the public that NAIF’s processes are appropriate to competently
manage $5 billion in public funds. As former Treasurer, Hon. Wayne Swan MP notes,
“there are more checks and balances regarding a relatively minor grant of $100,000
from the Commonwealth to a community group than there is for a $1 billion provision
of finance from the NAIF”.23
The Investment Mandate only compels NAIF to publish details about investment
decisions on their website within 30 business days (i.e. 6 weeks. 24 NAIF is only
required to publish very limited details about these decisions such as the the name of
the proponent, the goods/services involved, the location, the type of Financing
Mechanism, and the amount of the Financing Mechanism. 25 The 30 business day
requirement is almost twice as long as the Minister’s 21 day (not business days, i.e. 3
weeks) consideration period. 26 It is therefore possible that the public will not be
informed of an investment decision until after it has been approved by the Minister.
Given the reluctance of NAIF to publish information during assessment stages, it is
likely that the public will be provided with very little detail about projects, even postapproval.
ACF also has concerns about the lack of specificity of the Investment Mandate. The
central constraining features of the Mandate are that projects are in the public interest
(vaguely defined) and, as a non-mandatory criterion, seeking finance of $50 million or
22

Hansard, Senate Economics Legislation Committee (1 June 2017) p 137.

Australian National Audit Office (2017)
https://www.anao.gov.au/sites/g/files/net3201/f/Letter%20to%20AuditorGeneral%20Regarding%20NAIF.pdf.
23

24

NAIF Investment Mandate 2016 (Cth) s 17(2).

25

Ibid.

26

NAIF Act 2016 (Cth) s 11(3).
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more. As a result, the type of projects captured by this mandate are those defined by
their scale. This compares with the more structured Clean Energy Finance
Corporation’s Investment Mandate, which is explicitly restricted to funding clean
energy projects. 27
•

ACF recommends that the NAIF Act be redefined to require NAIF to act in the
interest of Northern Australian communities, including capturing the central
environmental and social sustainability objectives that need to be at the heart of
developing the North.

•

ACF also recommends an immediate review of NAIF’s assessment processes
and policies to ensure that they comply with best practice requirements for
public administration. ACF recommends that NAIF pause the assessment of
applications for financial assistance until it has finalised all assessment policies
and procedures. These procedures should include clear investment processes,
which include consideration of stranded asset risks; requirements to publish
detailed information about Investment Decisions immediately following a
decision and clear formal review process.

ACF further draws the Committee’s attention to the potential inclusion of NAIF on the
Australian National Audit Office’s Annual Audit Work Program for 2017/18. 28 If
approved, the audit would examine whether the administration of assistance provided
under the NAIF is protecting the Australian Government’s financial interests and
providing value for money. 29
•

27

ACF recommends that this audit is approved and that NAIF pause the
assessment of applications for financial assistance until the recommendations
of this audit are considered.

Clean Energy Finance Corporation Act 2012 (Cth) s 60.

Australian National Audit Office (2017) https://www.anao.gov.au/work/request/northern-australiainfrastructure-facility.
28

Australian National Audit Office (2017) https://www.anao.gov.au/work/performanceaudit/northern-australia-infrastructure-facility-cross-entity-audit.
29

10

Governance Framework
A core element of NAIF’s governance framework is the Master Facility Agreement. 30
This contract appears to govern the relationship between the Commonwealth and
relevant State and Territory Governments. However, the Master Facility Agreement
has not been made publicly available. As a result, it is unclear how NAIF expects
finance to flow from the Commonwealth to the proponent and what role the State and
Territory Governments will play in this arrangement.
ACF understands that depending on the structure, there are significant constitutional
questions that may arise. It is in the public interest to publish the Master Facility
Agreement, so that these questions can be answered.

30

Hansard, Senate Economics Legislation Committee (1 June 2017) p 135.
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2. Independence
The Minister
ACF is concerned that the posturing of former Minister Canavan has compromised the
NAIF board’s independence.
Although the Minister does not have the legal power to unilaterally approve an
application, it is possible for him to exert influence over the board’s decisions
indirectly. For example, the Minister has made statements such as “the Coalition
position is crystal clear: we back coal”, 31 and “I am gung-ho to support a massive
project [Adani] for this country”. 32 It is notable that Minister Canavan had not made
similar comments about any other project under consideration by NAIF. The
Minister’s zealous enthusiasm for the project, not to mention his personal connections
with a board member (see below), make it extremely difficult for the board to maintain
actual or perceived independence.
As highlighted by the Productivity Commission, for example: 33
“There is risk of political pressure to develop infrastructure that is unlikely to
be able to meet its operational costs, let alone repay the loan.”
These concerns strengthen the need for more robust transparency and accountability
processes as recommended above.
The Board
When looked at alongside the political interference of the Minister, the composition of
the NAIF board does not provide expertise across the broad range of skills and
industries that are appropriate for NAIF to properly advance the interests of Northern
Australia.

Matthew Canavan (6 April 2017)
http://www.mattcanavan.com.au/canavan_s_challenge_to_bill_shorten_back_coal.

31

32

ABC, ‘Q&A’ (17 July 2017).

Productivity Commission, ‘Trade and Assistance Review 2015-16’ (2017)
http://www.pc.gov.au/research/ongoing/trade-assistance/2015-16/trade-assistance-review-2015-16.pdf
p 39.
33
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The professional experience of the current board demonstrates a clear bias towards
mining and fossil fuel interests. These include directorships and executive positions at
mineral and coal mining companies. Sharon Warburton is a current non-executive
director of Fortescue Metals Group Ltd and Gold Road Resources Ltd; Khory
McCormick is a former partner at law firm Minter Ellison, where his clients included
Rio Tinto and Macarthur Coal; 34 Barry Coulter is a former chairman of Sherwin Iron
Ore; and Justin Mannolini is the current chairman of Jindalee Resources Ltd. 35
The narrow range of experience on the board limits NAIF’s ability to consider
diversified infrastructure priorities. As discussed below, this ought to include
sustainable tourism, digital connectivity and communications infrastructure, health
and education and research.
Without broader expertise, this makes it unlikely that environmental and social
interests will receive appropriate consideration during board discussions.
•

ACF recommends that the NAIF Act require the appointment of a diverse
board, including members with experience in agricultural, renewable,
educational and environmental matters. The Minister should also immediately
appoint new board members with this experience.

Serious NAIF board conflicts of interests concerns have also been exposed. This erodes
confidence in the competence of NAIF to act in the public interest.
Specifically, board member Karla Way-McPhail has connections to mining companies
that might directly benefit from a loan to construct the North Galilee Rail Line. Ms
Way-McPhail is the current CEO of Coal Train Australia, a coal industry training
company. She is also the current CEO and Director of Undamine Industries, a coal
contracting company servicing the Bowen Basin, which has contracts with large coal
companies Anglo American, Glencore Xstrata and BMA. 36 Ms Way McPhail has
previously stated that, “We’re very supportive and have been in the industry over 20
years and think it’s vital to the economic platform of central Queensland and we think
Green Cross Australia (2014)
http://www.greencrossaustralia.org/media/134163/brisbanelegal_khorymccormick.pdf.

34

35

Jindalee Resources (2017) http://jindalee.net/the-people/.

Michael West, ‘Dirty Deeds’ (2017)
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/auscon/pages/2991/attachments/original/1495492896/DirtyDee
dsReport_FINAL_230517.pdf?1495492896 p 22.
36
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we really need to see the Galilee [basin] opened”. 37 She has also been revealed to be a
friend of the former Minister Matt Canavan, 38 who until July 2017 was the Minister
responsible for overseeing NAIF.
NAIF’s Conflict of Interest Policy states that the CEO and Chair of the board are
responsible for determining what “internal controls or any others should be adopted
in an individual case”. 39 When questioned about these conflict of interest matters,
NAIF’s CEO Laurie Walker stated that “various conflicts have been declared by
various directors. I have absolute confidence that those board members have declared
conflicts in compliance with the act and the policy, which require disclosure of
material personal interests”. 40 Ms Walker also stated that “the actual disclosure of
which directors may or may not in particular instances have recused themselves is not
information that I think is appropriate to disclose”. 41
To the contrary, it is both appropriate and in the public interest for NAIF to disclose
what conflict of interest controls have been applied to specific board members. In the
absence of this disclosure the public cannot have confidence that NAIF’s processes
have been complied with and consequently, that the board has acted in the public
interest and not in the interest of board members.
It has also been revealed that Ms Way-McPhail is a Liberal-National Party (LNP) donor
and has attended LNP functions. In the 2014/15 financial year, Ms Way-McPhail
donated to the LNP. 42 One month prior to her appointment, Ms Way-McPhail attended
a fundraiser with Michelle Landry MP and Minister Canavan. 43 During Senate
Joshua Robertson, ‘Adani: director on board that will consider $900m loan says project is 'vital'‘ (31
May 2017) https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/may/31/adani-director-on-board-thatwill-consider-900m-loan-says-project-is-vital.
37

38

Hansard, Senate Economics Legislation Committee (1 June 2017) p 114-5.

NAIF (June 2017) https://naif-gov-au.industry.slicedtech.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/NAIFConflicts-of-Interest-Policy.pdf p 6.
39

40

Hansard, Senate Economics Legislation Committee (1 June 2017) p 114.

41

Ibid p 115.

42

Budget Estimates 2017-18 (May-June 2017) Tabled Doc 20.

Mark Di Stefano, ‘Mining Minister Put Forward His Mate For Independent Board Looking At The
Adani Loan’ (2 June 2017) https://www.buzzfeed.com/markdistefano/mates-fornaifs?utm_term=.lygWOYEg1#.mtZZwOMbP.
43
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Estimates, Minister Canavan revealed that he and Ms Way-McPhail are “personal
friends” and that he recommended her appointment to the board. 44
These circumstances raise significant questions about the independence of Ms WayMcPhail. More fundamentally, it is concerning that they were only discovered through
investigative journalism, not voluntary disclosure.
•

In addition to recommendations above detailing the need for transparent
decision-making processes and policies to provide checks and balances, ACF
recommends that NAIF adopt a policy of publicly disclosing all conflict of
interest decisions.

NAIF and Efic
According to a 2014 report by NGO AidWatch:
“Efic has backed fossil fuels over renewables at a rate of more than 100:1 over
the past 11 years. The lavish support that Efic has provided to facilitate coal
exports (around $7.2 billion) and fossil fuel-based power sector infrastructure
($439 million) – totalling almost $7.6 billion – dwarfs the mere $67 million in
renewables that Efic has supported over the same period.” 45
ACF is concerned that the institutional priorities of Efic will reinforce NAIF’s
disposition towards funding fossil fuel projects.
•

44

In addition to the recommendations above regarding the need to strengthen
NAIF mandate and enshrine stronger transparency and accountability
mechanism. As part of this review ACF recommends further disclosure about
the details of the relationship between NAIF and Efic.

Hansard, Senate Economics Legislation Committee (1 June 2017) p 114.

AidWatch, ‘100 to 1: EFIC’s gamble with climate’ (2014) http://www.aidwatch.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2014/06/EFIC-and-climate-report-03.pdf.
45
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3. Investment Mandate
Section 16 - Reputation Test
The Investment Mandate requires that “the Facility must not act in a way that is likely
to cause damage to the Commonwealth Government’s reputation, or that of a relevant
State or Territory government”. 46 NAIF has stated that the agency’s due diligence
process and the requirement for applicants to attain all relevant environmental,
regulatory and Native Title approvals ensures that NAIF will act in a way that
complies with section 16. However, NAIF have not publicly released any policies
concerning how the agency will assess whether a proponent passes the reputation test.
In any event, it is unclear how Adani’s proposal to construct a rail line (the North
Galilee Rail Line) between its Carmichael coal mine and Abbot Point coal terminal
would pass the reputation test.
Australia is a signatory to the Paris Agreement on climate change. The Paris Agreement
binds parties to hold the increase in global average temperature to well below 2
degrees and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5 degrees. 47 To have
a reasonable chance of meeting these ambitions, less than 5 per cent of the world’s
fossil fuel resources can be burned. 48 Opening new coal mines is inconsistent with
these commitments. Under this scenario, NAIF cannot both endorse a project that
intends to stimulate investment in a new coal basin, and uphold global aspirations on
climate change.
Adani Enterprises Ltd subsidiaries also have a history of non-compliance with
environmental regulations. At the town of Mundra, the Indian Ministry of
Environment and Forests found violations of Adani’s environmental approval, coastal
zone regulation, and a coastal zone management plan. 49 This led to environmental
harm including the destruction of mangroves, obstruction of creeks and the tidal

46

NAIF Investment Mandate 2016 (Cth) s 16.

47

Paris Agreement Art 2.1(a).

Climate Council (2015)
https://www.climatecouncil.org.au/uploads/af9ceab751ba2d0d3986ee39e1ef04fd.pdf p 7.

48

Environmental Justice Australia (2015)
https://envirojustice.org.au/sites/default/files/files/envirojustice_adani_environmental_report.pdf p 5.

49
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system. 50 These activities undermine Adani’s ability to satisfy the reputation test, as
providing finance to a non-compliant operator risks harm to Northern Australia’s
unique but vulnerable natural values, such as the Great Barrier Reef.
Adani Enterprises Ltd, the company that holds the relevant approvals to construct the
North Galilee Rail Line, is also being investigated by the Indian Government over
trade-based money laundering allegations. 51 According to Professor David Chaikin,
"they are very serious allegations and they are being conducted by the premier Indian
government agency investigating financial crime”. 52
It would be inappropriate for NAIF to finance an Adani Group company while these
investigations are ongoing. ACF recommends that NAIF only consider providing
financial assistance once it is assured that these investigations have been concluded
and found to be false. In the circumstance that the allegations are substantiated, ACF
recommends that NAIF refuse finance, because it would diminish Australia’s
reputation.
ACF has previously endorsed the amendment proposed by the Stop Adani Bill, which
would insert a suitable person test into the NAIF Act. This test would insert a
mandatory requirement that the Facility assess whether an applicant for financial
assistance is a suitable person to benefit from the financial assistance. This assessment
must take account of a broad range of matters. The matters covered by the assessment
would provide the Facility with evidence of whether the applicant can be trusted to
operate in parts of Australia with such rich, but sensitive, ecological values. Where the
Facility makes a finding that the applicant is not a suitable person, the Minister would
be compelled to reject the application for financial assistance.
The insertion of a suitable person test is an appropriate and vital safeguard for
Northern Australia. Given the enormous environmental, social and economic value of
the north to the rest of Australia, and indeed the world, it is incumbent on the
Commonwealth Government to ensure that only operators with strong track records
in compliance and environmental management are provided with financial assistance.
ACF supports the proposed suitable person test and notes that an assessment of an
50

Ibid.

Stephen Long, ‘Adani companies facing multiple financial crime, corruption probes’ (22 December
2016) http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-12-22/adani-companies-facing-multiple-corruptionprobes/8140100.
51

52

Ibid.
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applicant’s compliance history should be a necessary precondition of financial
assistance from NAIF.
Mandatory Eligibility Criteria
2 - Public Benefit Test
It is a mandatory criterion of eligibility for NAIF projects to be of public benefit. The
Investment Mandate specifies that the two principal considerations for assessing the
public benefit are if the project will “serve or have the capacity to serve multiple users”
and “produce benefits to the broader economy and community beyond those able to
be captured by Project Proponents”. In addition, NAIF’s Public Benefit Guideline
states that for projects where NAIF’s proposed investment is above $50 million, a cost
benefit analysis of the project’s public benefit is required.
It is unclear how Adani would pass the public benefit test. First, the North Galilee Rail
Line will be single-user. Adani has proposed a standard-gauge rail line for the project,
which is incompatible with other narrow-gauge rail lines across Queensland. 53 Second,
it is unclear how the project would provide benefits to the broader economy and
community. The project is designed to export coal from the Adani-owned Carmichael
coal mine, via the Adani-owned North Galilee Rail Line, to the Adani-owned Abbot
Point coal port. 54 Further, Adani have stated their desire to automate the project “from
pit to port”. 55 The project would therefore produce only very narrow employment
benefits to the broader community.
More broadly, the public benefit test does not encourage NAIF to consider the
environmental and social benefits or costs of projects, beyond those relating to
economic development. When considering the long-term impacts of proposed projects
on the environmental values of Northern Australia, it is essential that these are core,
rather than incidental, considerations. Northern Australia’s unique environment and
culture must be safeguarded by the pursuit of sustainable development. Unfortunately
appears that NAIF is geared towards financing very large resource extraction projects
Matthew Stevens, ‘Adani opens new fronts in Carmichael campaign’ (1 May 2017)
http://www.afr.com/business/adani-opens-new-fronts-in-carmichael-campaign-20170501-gvwj48.
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Ibid.

Andrew Fraser, ‘From pit to port: India's $10bn coal export plan’ (20 August 2011)
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/from-pit-to-port-indias-10bn-coal-export-plan/newsstory/12f0bf01e33412407b7ff9db60137354.
55
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that benefit large privately-owned companies and that these projects may only
indirectly provide sustainable environmental or social outcomes. It is also notable that
the public benefit test is described as a “preference”, rather than a mandate, despite
ostensibly appearing in the list of Mandatory Criteria. 56
•

ACF recommends that the NAIF Act is amended to add a clear public benefit
goal that expresses the desire to improve the long-term wellbeing of Northern
Australians, while protecting and enhancing existing environmental and
cultural sites.

Criteria 3 and 6 - Requires Financial Assistance and Loan Repayment
NAIF is permitted to provide financial assistance to projects only where the proponent
“demonstrates the ability of the Project to repay the debt in full and on time”. 57
However, this requirement is balanced against the direction that NAIF only lend to
projects that would not proceed without financial assistance. 58
As ACIL Allen have highlighted, “Australian taxpayers will have to bear the risk
associated with a judgement call by the NAIF board to help finance a project that could
not be financed commercially”. 59 NAIF have not provided detailed guidance for how
they will balance the direction that funds can only be loaned to projects that are unable
to secure commercial funds with the expectation that NAIF will receive a return on
their loan that covers administrative costs and the Commonwealth’s cost of
borrowing. The Act, Investment Mandate and other publicly available documents
produced by NAIF are unclear on how the board is to balance these competing
priorities.
In the case of Adani, it is difficult to understand how the board could be satisfied that
financial assistance will be repaid. ACIL Allen observe that there is a strong prospect
that the North Galilee Rail Line will face a rapidly declining international coal market:
“There are sound reasons to be pessimistic about thermal coal prices in short,
medium and long-term time frames. This pessimism seems to be justified, even
56

NAIF Investment Mandate 2016 (Cth) Schedule 1 Mandatory Criterion 1.

57

NAIF Investment Mandate 2016 (Cth) Schedule 1 Mandatory Criterion 6.

58

Ibid Schedule 1 Mandatory Criterion 3.

59

ACIL Allen (2017) p 9.
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in the absence of intensification of action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in
major coal-using economies. In the context of much stronger global action to
mitigate climate change, the thermal coal price outlook would be bleak
indeed.” 60
The reticence of commercial financiers to fund the project, including all four major
Australian banks, 61 demonstrates the tenuous likelihood of any NAIF loan being
repaid. ACIL Allen also warn that “NAIF would probably rank behind other lenders”
in repayment priority - increasing the financial exposure of a NAIF loan. In these
circumstances, it is impossible to understand how Adani could pass the requirements
of Mandatory Criterion 6.
•

ACF recommends that NAIF be required to publish a statement of reasons as
to how its decision to finance a project complies with the mandatory and nonmandatory criteria.

Non-Mandatory Eligibility Criteria
Criterion 1 - $50 Million Minimum Finance Threshold
The Investment Mandate specifies as a non-mandatory eligibility criterion that “the
proposed Project is seeking financing from the Facility for an amount of $50 million or
more”. 62 Projects that meet this criterion will be given preference over those that do
not. 63 NAIF is also prohibited from providing more than 50 per cent of the total debt
of a proposed project. 64 Together, this means that for a project to receive preferential
treatment it must be valued at well over $100 million (assuming that projects would
include equity as well as debt finance). Clearly NAIF has been designed with the
principal intention of investing in large-scale infrastructure projects.
However, it is important to recognise that Northern Australia has diverse regions, with
60

ACIL Allen (2017) p 19.

Joshua Robertson, ‘Big four banks distance themselves from Adani coalmine as Westpac rules out
loan’ (28 April 2017) https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/apr/28/big-four-banks-allrefuse-to-fund-adani-coalmine-after-westpac-rules-out-loan.
61

62

NAIF Investment Mandate 2016 (Cth) Schedule 2 Non-Mandatory Criterion 1.

63

Ibid Schedule 2.

64

Ibid Schedule 1 Mandatory Criterion 5
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different population, environmental and economic profiles. These differences mean
that the infrastructure needs across the regions of Northern Australia may vary.
Infrastructure that provides support to a variety of industries across the economy is
critically important to the future of Northern Australia.
ACF has identified renewable energy, communications, transport, education and
research infrastructure as common infrastructure needs. 65 This is supported by polling
that reveals 60.2 per cent of Australians would like to see NAIF money spent on
infrastructure projects that improve the quality of schools and universities or building
new renewable energy projects. 66 These types of projects will require financial
assistance of various sizes. Yet at present, the Investment Mandate discourages
precisely the types of projects that Northern Australian communities want and need,
in favour of large-scale projects that predominantly benefit large, privately-owned
companies.
•

ACF recommends that NAIF be redesigned to include a new small/medium
scale infrastructure grant facility, within the cost of the original $5 billion
appropriation. This fund would specifically investigate financing opportunities
for projects falling below the $50 million threshold. The creation of this
small/medium scale grant facility would pursue substantially the same
objectives as large scale grant facility (incorporating recommendations
proposed by this submission) but with a focus on smaller-scale projects.

ACF, ‘Investment in Northern Australia that delivers for the long term’ (2016)
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/auscon/pages/2987/attachments/original/1495410875/ACF_RE
SEARCH_BRIEF_-_Infrastructure_alternatives.pdf?1495410875.
65

66

Ibid.
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Conclusion
In principle, the creation of an investment fund that focuses on developing Northern
Australia is unobjectionable. Unfortunately, the legislation and agency created to
realise this ambition are deeply flawed. NAIF’s current design and governance give
little confidence that $5 billion in public funds are being directed towards projects that
are in the long-term interest of Northern Australian communities. The Adani proposal
in particular- threatens to do a great deal of harm to not only to Northern Australian
but to Australia and global ambitions to keep global temperatures below 1.5 degrees.
However, with revision NAIF could be used to protect Northern Australia’s significant
natural and cultural values and further a better future for local people and nature.
Helping build a resilient economy which provides secure employment, strong service
delivery and dramatically reduces the disadvantage faced by many Indigenous
Australians. Ensuring NAIF enshrines sustainable development as a factor in its
decision making is critical to this goal.
To ensure NAIF is making wise investment decisions it should be subject to a high
level of oversight, scrutiny and review. The current lack of transparency,
independence and appropriate legislative direction is critically concerning. ACF has
recommended that significant changes are made to the Act, Investment Mandate and
NAIF, before it continues to consider applications for financial assistance.

For more information:
Christian Slattery | Campaigner | P: 61 402 457 895 | E: christian.slattery@acf.org.au
www.acf.org.au
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INTRODUCTION
Introduction

In October 2010, Adani Mining Pty Ltd (Adani), a wholly owned subsidiary of the Indian-based Adani
Group, commenced the process of seeking environmental approvals and mining leases for the
Carmichael thermal coal project in the northern part of the Galilee Basin in Queensland. At that time,
prices of internationally-traded thermal coal were close to historically high levels.
The benchmark Newcastle thermal coal price peaked at US$160 per tonne f.o.b. in January 2011 (real
2017 US$). Over the next five years, the benchmark thermal coal price exhibited a marked
downtrend. In January 2016, thermal coal prices were below US$50 per tonne.
In the second half of 2016, thermal coal prices rose sharply in response to government-mandated cuts
to Chinese production in the context of a spike in summer demand and weather-related supply
disruptions. The Newcastle benchmark price peaked around US$110 per tonne f.o.b. in the middle of
the fourth quarter of 2016. After the Chinese Government eased production restrictions, the price
began to slide again. It was around US$84 per tonne at the end of February 2017, just under US$75
per tonne on 31 May 2017, and recovered to around US$78.50 per tonne late in June 2017.
During the past seven years of coal price turmoil, Adani has doggedly sought environmental
approvals, mining leases and finance to allow the Carmichael project to proceed. These requests
have been opposed through persistent, strong public campaigns and litigation by groups concerned
about local and global environmental impacts of extraction and combustion of thermal coal from the
Carmichael operation, and expansion of coal handling facilities at the Abbot Point port.
In the meantime, spokespersons for the Queensland and Commonwealth Governments and local
government authorities have expressed strong support for the Carmichael project on grounds it would
provide regional jobs and government revenue. In the 12 months to the end of March 2017, Adani
obtained government approval for the issue of mining leases, a rail line from the mining leases to
Abbot Point, and development and operation of a new coal terminal at Abbot Point. These approvals
were subject to multiple environmental conditions. In addition, in May 2017, the Queensland
Government and Adani reached agreement on a deferred royalty arrangement, but the parties did not
disclose details on grounds that they were “commercial-in-confidence”. Also, since December 2016,
the former Commonwealth Minister for Resources and Northern Australia (Matthew Canavan) publicly
supported provision of a Commonwealth loan on concessional terms to Adani to help finance the rail
link, arguing it would facilitate development of the Galilee Basin.
The main Queensland and Commonwealth parliamentary opposition parties have expressed varying
levels of support for the Carmichael project. The Queensland opposition, the Liberal National Party,
urged the government to assist Adani through a concessionary royalty arrangement. However, the
Commonwealth opposition Labor Party has opposed the provision of a concessional loan to help
finance the rail link.
The task of securing finance for the Carmichael coal mining operation and supporting infrastructure
has been very difficult. Adani has not yet been able to secure sufficient finance. In May 2017, Adani
described a loan it had sought from the Commonwealth Government’s Northern Australia
Infrastructure Facility as critical to the project. Adani’s target date for settlement of a financing
package is the end of 2017.
The Australian Conservation Foundation (ACF) engaged ACIL Allen Consulting Pty Ltd (ACIL Allen) to
assess the rationale for provision of a Commonwealth Government loan to Adani for the railway line to
Abbot Point, and the risk to taxpayers of the loan not being repaid with interest. ACF and ACIL Allen
agreed that ACIL Allen’s assessment would be independent.
Section 2 provides an outline of the proposed mining operation, and supporting infrastructure. It also
briefly discusses financing issues. Section 3 provides information about the purpose and activities of
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the Northern Australia Infrastructure Facility, which is considering an application from Adani for a loan
to help finance the proposed Galilee Basin-Abbot Point rail link. In section 4, issues associated with
debt financing of the Carmichael Mine and supporting infrastructure are reviewed. Also, section 4
discusses the rationale for financing of the rail line by the Northern Australia Infrastructure Facility and
issues that will have to be addressed by that entity in its assessment of Adani’s loan application.
Section 5 presents perspectives of credible entities on the price outlook for thermal coal. Concluding
remarks are presented in Section 6.
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CARMICHAEL COAL MINE AND
ASSOCIATED INFRASTRUC TURE

Carmichael Coal Mine and Associated Infrastructure

2.1 Key Elements of Carmichael Project
The proposed Carmichael coal mining project is located approximately 160 km north-west of Clermont
and around 180 km west of Moranbah in Queensland. Adani plans to produce 60 million tonnes of
coal per year from the Carmichael project over a period of 60 years. It would involve six open-cut and
five underground mining operations plus processing facilities and supporting infrastructure. If the
proposed project and scale of operations are realised, the Carmichael project would be Australia’s
largest coal mining operation and the world’s largest coal export project.
The proposed supporting infrastructure includes expansion of coal handling facilities at the existing
Abbot Point Port (25 km north-west of Bowen). It also includes a new 388-km standard gauge railway
line linking the mining leases to Abbot Point.
Adani acquired a 99-year lease of the existing coal terminal at Abbot Point from the Queensland
Government-owned North Queensland Bulk Ports (NQBP) in 2011. Adani has been working with
NQBP to plan the T0 terminal that will provide additional capacity to accommodate Carmichael coal.
The initial stage of the T0 terminal development will have a capacity of around 35 million tonnes of
coal per year based on one coal in-loading and one out-loading stream. A second stage will add a
second coal in-loading and out-loading stream, lifting capacity of the T0 terminal to 70 million tonnes
per year. Adani will also fund dredging of 1.1 million tonnes of seabed material at Abbot Point. The
material will be placed on vacant land adjacent to the existing coal terminal and may be used to
support future expansion of the port. The activities at Abbot Point have been given government
approval, subject to environmental conditions.
The rail link comprises the 78-km Carmichael rail project from the mining and processing operation to
Mistake Creek, and the 310-km North Galilee Basin Rail (NGBR) project from Mistake Creek to Abbot
Point. The NGBR facility will be accessible by other enterprises.
The rail link would have an initial capacity of 40 million tonnes per year and an ultimate designed
capacity of 100 million tonnes per year. The cost of the Carmichael and NGBR rail projects is
estimated to total of the order of $2.75 billion (based on the $2.2 billion reported cost of the NGBR),
and the total cost of the mine, rail and port facilities and other associated infrastructure has been
reported to be around $21.7 billion.

2.2 Financing the Project
The task of securing debt and equity finance for a $21.7 billion project is extremely demanding. It is
understood that Adani has not yet secured sufficient funding. Adani has nominated the end of 2017
as the target date for finalising the funding package.
Adani has sought a concessional loan of up to $1 billion from the Commonwealth Government’s
Northern Australia Infrastructure Facility (NAIF) to help finance the NGBR project. The former
Commonwealth Minister for Resources and Northern Australia has publicly supported development of
the Carmichael project and provision of a loan by the NAIF to help finance the NGBR (Ludlow. 2017).
It is understood that Aurizon has applied for finance from the NAIF for a competing rail project.
Aurizon has proposed a narrow gauge rail link between the Galilee Basin and the existing Bowen
Basin narrow gauge rail network. This would allow coal to be transported to ports at Abbott Point and
Hay Point. The reported cost of the facilities proposed by Aurizon is $1.25 billion and the reported
amount of the loan application is $350 million (Ludlow, Ker, 2017).
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The NAIF is currently assessing the Galilee Basin rail applications, along with other requests for
finance for infrastructure in northern Australia. Decisions are expected by the end of 2017.
The difficulty Adani has experienced in financing the project may relate to the amount of finance
required and to the expected profitability of the project. Without detailed information on the proposed
staging of the mine and infrastructure, how they will evolve over time, and the cost structure of the
project as development and operations evolve, it is not possible to make judgements on the
profitability and “bankability” of the project. However, one thing is clear. The substantial decline of
thermal coal prices since 2011 has stripped in excess of $A40 per tonne from profit (after adjusting
much larger US$ price declines for depreciation of the $A). This has raised doubts about the
likelihood of any significant surplus of revenue over full costs (including a reasonable risk-adjusted
rate of return on investment) in medium- and long-term timeframes.
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NORTHERN AUSTRALIA
INFRASTRUCTURE FACIL ITY:
OBJECTIVES, INVESTMENT
MANDATE, AND RISK BEARING

3
Northern Australia Infrastructure Fa cility: Objectives, Invest ment Mandate, and Risk Bearing

The NAIF was established as of 1 July 2016, pursuant to the Northern Australia Infrastructure Facility
Act 2016. It has an independent board. The Export Finance and Insurance Corporation (Australia’s
export credit agency) will provide administrative and credit assessment services. The NAIF has $5
billion available for allocation over 5 years.

3.1 Objectives
The stated objectives of the NAIF include:
― provision of financial support for establishment of economic infrastructure that enables longer-term
expansion of industry and population in northern Australia and provides future economic benefits
― acting as a catalyst for private sector investment in northern Australia
― operating in partnership with commercial lenders, rather than in competition with them.

3.2 Investment Mandate Direction
The board’s decisions regarding provision of financing support must be made in accordance with an
investment mandate direction issued by the Minister for Resources and Northern Australia. Key
elements of the direction issued under sub-section 9(1) of the Northern Australia Infrastructure Facility
Act 2016.are as follows.
― Loans will be the default financing mechanism, but alternative mechanisms (excluding equity) may
be deployed with the agreement of the Minister.
― A financing mechanism may be provided only if the board is satisfied the project to be financed by
NAIF would not otherwise have received sufficient financing from other sources.
― The board must be satisfied there is an expectation that either the Commonwealth will be repaid
sufficient to cover NAIF’s administration cost and the Commonwealth’s cost of borrowing or the
investment can be refinanced.
― A necessary condition of provision of a financing mechanism is that it encourages private sector
participation in financing of the project.
― A diversified portfolio of investments is preferred.
― In determining any concessionary aspects of a financing mechanism, the board must have regard
to the extent of the “public benefit” provided by the project and the extent and mix of concessions
necessary for the proposed project to proceed. Concessions must be limited to the minimum
necessary for a project to proceed.
― Concessions may include:
− longer loan tenor than offered by commercial financiers, but not longer than the maximum length
of Commonwealth borrowings (currently 30 years)
− lower interest rates than offered by commercial financiers, but not lower than the
Commonwealth borrowing rate
− deferred or other tailored loan repayment schedules
− lower fee structures than offered by commercial financiers
− permitting loans from the Commonwealth to rank lower than those provided by commercial
financiers.
― Finance may be provided on a limited-recourse basis (loan security confined to project assets).
Decisions on whether more security will be required by NAIF are to be determined on a case-bycase basis.
― Seven eligibility criteria must be met:
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provision of increases in capacity of physical economic infrastructure
provision of “public benefit”, preferably through capacity to serve multiple users, and benefits
beyond those able to be captured by the proponent
− “significant benefits” flow to northern Australia
− financial assistance is necessary to enable a project to proceed or proceed earlier
− the NAIF financing mechanism provides no more than 50 per cent of total debt in respect of the
proposed project
− the proponent demonstrates to the NAIF board the ability of the project to repay the debt in full
and on time or to support refinancing
− provision of a strategy for Indigenous procurement and employment in the region.
Preference will be given to projects meeting one or both of two non-mandatory criteria:
− minimum financing of $50 million from NAIF
− an infrastructure need has been demonstrated by a Commonwealth, state or territory
assessment process.
The NAIF is required by the investment mandate to develop a Risk Appetite Statement (RAS), in
consultation with the Minister and relevant jurisdictions in northern Australia, to guide its investment
decisions. The RAS may have regard to a preference for a diversified portfolio, and may have a
high risk tolerance in relation to factors unique to investing in economic infrastructure in northern
Australia. The RAS has not been made publicly available.
−
−

―

―

3.3 Observations Regarding the NAIF Investment Mandate
To be eligible for concessionary finance from NAIF, a project must produce “public benefit” and
“significant benefits to Northern Australia”. Preference will be given to projects that produce benefits
beyond those that can be captured by the proponent. In determining concessions, the board of NAIF
must have regard to “the extent of the project’s public benefit”.
The investment mandate direction does not provide guidance on what is meant by the term “public
benefit”, how “public benefit” should be estimated, and what amount of benefit should be regarded as
significant. Also, the direction does not indicate whether “public benefit” refers to gross benefit
(ignoring costs) or to nett benefit (after deducting costs, including external costs such as
environmental damage). Moreover, the investment mandate is silent on consideration of risk and
uncertainty (types of cost) associated with projects and who will be required to bear the burden. The
accepted economic approach is to focus on nett benefits, including consideration of risk and
uncertainty and crowding-out effects.
It appears that benefits accruing to northern Australia have to be “significant”, but those accruing
nationally do not. “Significant benefits to northern Australia” could be achieved without national “public
benefit” by transfers to the proponents of northern projects at the expense of southern residents and
by ignoring costs (including crowding-out effects and environmental impacts) associated with projects.
The lack of clear guidance to NAIF on benefits and consideration of costs could mean that projects
without nett benefits from a national perspective are subsidised by taxpayers.
The investment mandate direction does not require consideration of the distribution of benefits and
costs associated with a project. Indeed, the point made above regarding the distinction between
“public benefit” and “significant benefits to northern Australia” means the guidelines facilitate neglect of
the important matter of distribution. The accepted economic approach is to document how benefits
and costs are distributed.
It is not clear from the direction how NAIF should translate the perceived extent of public benefits into
financing concessions for projects. NAIF has not revealed publicly how it intends to do this.
Projects financed by NAIF will be those perceived by commercial financiers in general to involve
particularly high risk of failure to repay the loan and interest in full. Indeed, before providing a
financing mechanism, the board of NAIF must be satisfied that a project would not otherwise have
received sufficient financing from commercial sources. However, the board is also required to be
satisfied “there is an expectation that the Commonwealth will be repaid, or that the investment can be
refinanced; and that any return will cover at least the Facility’s (NAIF’s) administrative costs, and the
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Commonwealth’s cost of borrowing.” This is a very vague expression because of the way the term
“expectation” is used. It is not clear who should hold this “expectation” and what degree of certainty of
repayment the board of NAIF should hold for it to judge that an “expectation” of repayment exists.
To support a project, it seems that the board of NAIF will have to make one of two judgements. First,
it may judge that all commercial financiers that won’t support the project on any terms have overstated
the credit risk associated with the project. Second, the board may judge that the “public benefits” from
the project will be sufficient to justify imposition of credit risk on taxpayers, but it will still have to
perceive that there is an “expectation” of repayment, whatever that means. Either way, Australian
taxpayers will have to bear the risk associated with a judgement call by the NAIF board to help finance
a project that could not be financed commercially.
NAIF’s Risk Management Framework1 sets out a broad approach to management of risk across NAIF,
but does not explain NAIF’s process for assessing credit risk associated with provision of financing
mechanisms to individual projects. However, the document expressed the board’s position on
acceptance of risk on behalf of taxpayers (NAIF, 2017):
“NAIF has a high financing risk tolerance to complement and encourage (“crowd in”) private sector
participation in financing a project, which may include a high risk tolerance for concessions in relation to
tenor, pricing, repayment terms, cash flow priority, and willingness to partner with commercial and other
financiers. NAIF also has a high risk tolerance for risk factors that are unique to investing in Northern
Australia, including but not limited to distance, remoteness and climate. The Risk Appetite Statement
accepts that during the initial years of NAIF’s operation, the portfolio of NAIF’s investments may have
high concentration risk. The board is to have regard to a preference for a diversified portfolio including
industry and geographic spread across the Northern Australia States and Territory. Over time, the
Board may approve a strategy for the management of risk concentrations, including the imposition of
limits.”

The Risk Management Statement referred to a Risk Appetite Statement (RAS) required by the investment mandate direction, but pointed
out that the RAS had not been made public.
1
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CARMICHAEL -ABBOT POINT
RAIL LINK: FINANCING
ASSESSMENT ISSUES

4
Carmichael-Abbot Point Rail Link: F inancing Assessment Issues

4.1 Rationale for NAIF Financing of NGBR Project
The former Minister for Resources and Northern Australia has articulated a rationale for
concessionary NAIF financial support up to $1 billion for the NGBR project. He argued that
government investment in large scale infrastructure could open up risky frontier areas, like the Galilee
Basin, providing jobs and government revenue (Canavan, 2016; Ludlow, 2017). He claimed that this
model had been applied to open up the Bowen Basin and every other Australian coalfield in the past.
(Ludlow, 2017).
The only specific circumstances of government financial support for export coal activity outlined by the
former Minister related to the Hunter Valley. He explained (Canavan, 2016):
“On the first day of spring in 1961, Robert Menzies (then Prime Minister) announced that the
Commonwealth Government would provide the NSW Government £2.65 million ($73 million in today’s
dollars) to upgrade coal loading facilities in Newcastle. The investments would support the then
fledgling coal trade with Japan.
The investment turned out to be a decision of great foresight and it was made against some scepticism.
At the time, the CSIRO warned that Australia did not have enough coal to support an export trade.
Lucky for us that advice was ignored. Newcastle is now the biggest coal port in the world………
The Hunter Valley rail network remains in government hands, with the Australian Government leasing
the network from the NSW Government 12 years ago. The Australian Government invested a further
$150 million in the network. That network provides services to large multinational companies, for a fee,
and the entire trade helps underpin our second biggest export, coal.
From here in North Queensland, and given the success of these previous investments, it’s perplexing
that some find the notion of investing once again in coal infrastructure as ‘welfare’. ……….
The proposed Adani Carmichael coal mine in the Galilee Basin is a game changer for North
Queensland because it is not just about this mine. It will be the first time that a new coal basin is
opened in Australia for more than 40 years. If a rail line is built from the Galilee to Abbot Point it has the
potential to spur another three mining ventures at least. The level of wealth that could be unlocked is
comparable to that of the Hunter Valley or the Bowen Basin. That is why it must be a priority for a
national government that is serious about developing our nation. There are risks for any first mover so
while Adani may yet decide to take all those risks on itself, it may not. Given the wider benefits to the
Australian economy, it makes sense for the Government to look at its request for a loan to help build the
railway.”

In reality, the approach to infrastructure financing when coal mining for export took off in the Bowen
Basin was different to the one that the former Minister suggested had applied there and that he had
been advocating for the proposed Carmichael Mine in the Galilee Basin. The Queensland
Government required mining companies to lodge “security deposits” sufficient to cover the actual
capital cost of economic infrastructure (including Iocomotives and other rolling stock in the case of
railways). The money was used to provide the infrastructure which became the property of
government. Security deposits were repaid with interest from receipts from contracted charges and
usage. The magnitudes of periodic repayments were dependent on usage. No payments had to be
made in respect of a period if a specific usage threshold for that period was not exceeded. If
thresholds were not exceeded for several years, security deposits and interest were forfeited to the
government.2
For example, see the original agreement dated 28 January 1969 attached to the Central Queensland Coal Associates Agreement Act
1968.
2
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The Queensland infrastructure financing model associated with opening up the Bowen Basin required
mining companies to fully bear risks of providing economic infrastructure for export coal mines. The
NAIF concessionary finance model advocated by the former Minister to help open up the Galilee
Basin would shift in excess of 40 per cent of the risk to Australian taxpayers and beneficiaries of other
government activities, without any direct compensation for risk bearing. Apparently, compensation is
presumed to ensue in the form of “public benefit” from helping to finance the project.
Sensibly, the former Minister stated (Canavan, 2016):
“Any loan has to stack up for the Commonwealth and that is why the Government has appointed an
independent, skills-based board to the NAIF. The NAIF was supported by the Parliament and we
should let the independent board do its job.”

To do its job, the NAIF board will need to assess nett economic benefits of the NGBR project, as well
as “bankability” having regard to risk.
It is not clear how the NAIF will assess nett economic benefits of the project. It would be appropriate
to commission a social benefit-cost analysis by a highly proficient practitioner. Such a study would
test the former Minister’s rationale for concessionary financing support for the NGBR project.
This analysis should take into account the opportunity cost of capital allocated to the NGBR project
and risk associated with it, along with other costs (including adverse environmental impacts) to
society, as well as social benefits. Those other costs should include crowding-out effects arising from
the effect of very large shipments from Galilee Basin on thermal coal prices, and from the effect of
revenue and foreign-sourced capital investment on the Australian dollar exchange rate. Coal price
effects would adversely affect thermal coal activity in the Hunter Valley, Bowen Basin and Surat Basin.
Exchange rate appreciation would adversely affect export and import-competing industries.
A SCBA would take into account benefits beyond those that Adani could capture, as required by
NAIF’s investment mandate direction. The former Minister’s rationale for provision of a concessionary
government loan to Adani presumes that such benefits are large.
To produce benefits beyond those able to be captured by the proponent, particularly benefits to other
users (as required by the investment mandate), access to infrastructure would have to be priced on a
basis that would provide cheaper services than could be achieved by building separate infrastructure
or by negotiating access to alternative infrastructure. Potential Galilee Basin producers other than
Adani might pay to access the NGBR link, build another rail link to a port, or enter into an arrangement
with Aurizon to link with and access Aurizon’s existing narrow gauge network that would allow coal to
be shipped to terminals in ports at Abbot Point or Hay Point. Benefits would accrue to other users of
the NGBR link to the extent that the price for access charged by Adani is less than the cheapest of the
alternatives. These benefits would simply reflect the price difference, unless that difference triggered
development of additional new mines. Nett benefits from additional mines in the Galilee Basin would
be diminished by crowding effects mentioned above.
To trigger decisions to proceed with projects that would not otherwise be developed (leading to
benefits in excess of differences in freight costs), it seems that the access price charged by Adani
would have to be substantially (not just marginally) below the price implied by alternative
arrangements. This seems unlikely. If the NGBR link is regulated, Adani would be able to charge a
price up to full economic cost recovery. If NGBR is not regulated, Adani would seek to charge a
higher price that would allow for the effect of coal production by other users of the NGBR link on coal
prices attainable for Carmichael coal.
Presumably, a credit assessment undertaken by the Export Finance and Insurance Corporation for
NAIF will be considered in the light of the NAIF’s explanation of its high risk tolerance in its Risk
Management Framework. Presumably, further explanation of the basis for the NAIF’s high risk
tolerance is provided in the Risk Management Statement (RAS) required by the investment mandate
direction. However, it was not possible to review the RAS as it has not been made public.
The NAIF’s high risk tolerance appears to derive from a presumption that projects financed by NAIF
are expected to generate nett economic benefits that are large enough to compensate for high risk.
The NAIF’s high risk tolerance in respect of any project should be based on receipt of positive results
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an economically sound social benefit-cost analysis of that project, not on a presumption of sufficiently
large nett benefits.

4.2 Credit or “Bankability” Assessment
Typically, credit or ‘‘bankability” assessments systematically identify sources of risk and uncertainty
(referred to as risk hereafter), assess the extent of that risk, and specify mechanisms available to
mitigate, transfer (shift) or compensate for identified risk. Then, decisions have to be made by
potential lenders regarding the acceptability or otherwise of risk, what conditions could be specified
and imposed to reduce risk, and the acceptability of residual risk.
In the case of a mining operation, and also a railway line and other infrastructure built for the sole
purpose of supporting a mining operation, sources of risk include:
― geological risk – the quantity and quality of resources may differ from estimates
― mining risk – mining conditions and extraction costs may not be as anticipated
― processing risk – coal processing yield and/or costs may differ from expected outcomes
― design and construction risk – plant, equipment, and infrastructure costs, timing of commissioning,
and performance may depart from anticipated outcomes
― natural disaster risk – costs of damage, delays, and other disruption from natural disasters such as
cyclones, storms and floods
― commodity market risk – prices may differ from expectations because of unanticipated changes in
market conditions, such as demand growth, supply growth, and preferred product specifications3
― exchange rate risk – prices of exported outputs and imported (or import competing) inputs may
change because of exchange rate movements
― policy risk – regulatory and fiscal frameworks may change in the jurisdiction in which the mine and
infrastructure are based or in jurisdictions that use the mine’s products.
Geological, mining, processing, market, exchange rate, and policy risk affect marketable reserves
(profitably recoverable and saleable material) and mine longevity, as well as periodical profits. Natural
disaster risk affects periodical profits.
Subject experts are usually engaged to analyse and advise on the nature and extent of each type of
risk, and how to mitigate that risk, if potential financiers do not have appropriate in-house expertise.
Such analysis and advice by external or internal experts provides additional information regarding the
likelihood of an adverse outcome. NAIF should adopt that convention.
Pre-conditions of lending that might be imposed by a prudent potential financier to reduce the
likelihood or effects of adverse outcomes include:
― additional drilling in advance of provision of loan funds to raise the status of (degree of confidence
in) resource and reserve estimates
― refinements to designs of mining, processing, and infrastructure facilities
― insurance contracts covering various adverse events
― long-term product sales contracts that specify quantities and prices (but thermal coal prices in
international contracts are usually re-set annually, not fixed on a long-term basis in nominal or real
terms) or other commodity price hedging arrangements
― exchange rate hedging
― an assessment demonstrating that the viability of the project is not dependent on establishment of
other mines that would share the cost of major infrastructure facilities
― as security, the lender having full recourse to substantial assets with no or little encumbrance, other
than assets of the project to be financed (NAIF may lend on a limited-recourse basis with charges
over assets confined to project assets – known as project finance)
― assessment of likely compliance with specified debt servicing cover and security cover ratios.
It is not known which if any of the approaches outlined above might be adopted or eschewed by NAIF
in assessing Adan’s loan application and in conditioning an approval. Two key requirements of the
Technological advances may affect demand growth by lowering the cost of substitutes and supply growth by lowering costs of coal
extraction.
3
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investment mandate direction provided to NAIF by the Minister at that time could pull the board of
NAIF in opposite directions. The board could move away from normal banking due diligence practice
to meet the requirements that it may provide a financing mechanism only if satisfied a project would
not otherwise have received sufficient financing from other sources, and only if the public benefit test
is passed. On the other hand, the board may want to adopt normal prudent credit assessment and
loan structuring practices to comply with the requirement that it must be satisfied there is an
expectation that either the Commonwealth will be sufficiently repaid to cover NAIF’s administration
cost and the Commonwealth’s cost of borrowing or the investment can be refinanced. The NAIF may
have great difficulty satisfying all requirements in the case of the NGBR project that would support the
Carmichael Mine.
Market risk is a highly problematic issue to be addressed by NAIF in its consideration of Adani’s loan
application. It is critically important to the “bankability” of the Carmichael project and the rail
component of it.
Even if a long-term contract that fixes real or nominal prices for Carmichael thermal coal could be
agreed, contract prices are likely to be strongly influenced by prevailing views regarding the price
outlook for thermal coal. Views of credible organisations and economic analysts regarding short-,
medium-, and long-term outlooks for thermal coal prices are discussed in the next section.
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5

THERMAL COAL PRICE O UTLOOK:
VIEWS OF CREDIBLE EN TITIES
Thermal Coal Price Outlook: Views of Credible Ent ities

At present, there is considerable pessimism regarding the long-term outlook for prices of thermal coal
in international markets. This is reflected in forecasts by credible Australian and international
agencies.

5.1 Historical Background on Coal Market
The nineteenth century could be described as the century of coal. This commodity underpinned
industrialisation in Europe and the United States. During that century coal gained a 90 per cent share
of the global market for primary energy. In the twentieth century, coal’s market share was eroded by
other primary energy sources, particularly oil, but also gas, uranium and renewables. In 1964, oil
became the dominant primary energy source and has retained that position. By 2000, coal’s market
share had fallen to a low of 23 per cent. From 2000, coal’s share of the primary energy market made
a comeback, reaching 30 per cent in 2015 (Hecking, 2016).
Over the 25 years to 2014, global coal use grew at an average rate of 2.5 per cent per year. Between
2000 and 2010, global coal demand grew at an average rate of 4.7 per cent, compared to average
rates of growth of demand for oil and gas of 1.2 per cent and 2.8 per cent respectively (IEA, 2016).
The rapid growth of demand for coal in the first decade of the 2000s was attributable largely to
economic growth in China, India and other rapidly developing Asian economies, particularly China.
and resulting derived demand for coal (IEA, 2016; Hecking, 2016). Chinese coal demand tripled and
Indian demand doubled between 2000 and 2013. The attraction of coal was that it was relatively
cheap and abundant, and available domestically in many major user countries with only 17 per cent of
coal production being traded internationally. China, the world’s largest importer of coal imports less
than 10 per cent of its annual coal demand, and India, which is the third largest importer of coal,
imports less than 30 per cent of its coal demand each year (Hecking, 2016).
During the first decade of the twenty-first century, supply grew at a slower rate than rapidly growing
demand, as a result of various types of lags in the supply response sequence. Consequently, thermal
coal prices soared to ration scarce supply.
In January 2011, the Newcastle benchmark (6,300 kcal/kg GAR4) thermal coal coal spot price peaked
around US$160 per tonne f.o.b. Newcastle (real 2017 US$). The average real price in January 2011
was about US$155 per tonne. At the end of June 2011, Newcastle benchmark thermal coal spot and
contract prices still exceeded US$130 per tonne f.o.b. Newcastle (real 2017 US$). Thermal coal
prices trended down for the next four and half years. In January 2016, prices were below US$50 per
tonne.
The spot price for benchmark Australian prime hard coking (metallurgical) coal also peaked in January
2011 around US$365 per tonne f.o.b. The contract price for benchmark coking coal peaked around
US$395 per tonne (real 2017 US$). Like thermal coal prices, metallurgical coal prices followed a
marked downward trend until early 2016, when the benchmark spot price dropped to around US$100
per tonne.
In 2011, thermal and metallurgical coal markets transitioned from excess demand to excess supply.
This occurred as demand growth slowed and supply surged. Much of the supply increase occurred
several years after prices moved to relatively high levels, because of various lags in the supply
response process. The emergence of substantial excess supply triggered a persistent price
downtrend to transition the market to balance.
GAR = gross as received. The specific energy value has not been adjusted for the latent heat of water vapour, which lowers effective
calorific value in the boiler.
4
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Global coal use stopped growing in 2014 and turned down in 2015. The change in the trend in
demand for thermal coal had various causes. First, economic growth was slowing in China and India.
Second, the Chinese Government was working to transition the economy from high dependence on
exports of industrial goods and investment activity to greater shares of services and consumption.
Third, the Chinese Government sought to reduce air pollution. Fourth, growth in high income
countries faltered, and climate change policies reduced coal’s share in energy use. Fifth, in the United
States, discovery and development of large shale gas reserves led to low gas prices that induced an
increase in use of gas at the expense of coal in electricity generation at the expense of coal (IEA,
2016; Office of Chief Economist, DIIS, 2016, 2017a,b).
The substantial fall in thermal and metallurgical coal prices that occurred between mid-2011 and early
2016, caused considerable pain in the coal mining sector globally. Early in 2016, companies
producing nearly half of United States’ coal output were under bankruptcy protection, and 80 per cent
of coal mining enterprises in China were incurring losses (IEA, 2016).
In the second half of 2016, the spot thermal coal benchmark price recovered strongly from around
US$50 per tonne to reach a short-lived peak of around US$110 per tonne in the middle if the fourth
quarter of 2016. The spot price declined late in 2016 and early in 2017. It was around US$84 per
tonne at the end of February 2017, just under US$75 per tonne on 31 May 2017. It recovered to
around US$78.50 per tonne late in June 2017. Reflecting the sharp spike in thermal coal spot prices
in the second half of 2016, and spot prices in the first quarter of 2017 that were much higher than in
the corresponding quarter of 2016, the Office of the Chief Economist, Department of Industry
Innovation and Science (2017b) reported an average export contract price for the year form from 1
April 2017 to 31 March 2018 (Japanese Fiscal Year 2017-2018) of US$84 per tonne f.o.b. Newcastle,
compared to US$63 (real 2017 terms) for the preceding year.5
The benchmark hard coking coal spot price also soared in the second half of 2016. It peaked around
US$311 per tonne in mid-November. In early December 2016, the Japanese contract price for the
March quarter of 2017 was settled at US$285 per tonne. Spot prices declined substantially in the first
quarter of 2017, but the trend was halted and prices rallied strongly because of disruption to
Queensland shipments caused by the destructive effects of Cyclone Debbie. Following the restoration
of normal shipments, spot prices trended down.
The coal price revival in the second half of 2016 was attributed mainly to cuts in production capacity in
China that commenced in April 2016, with a lesser contribution from a spike in summer demand and
some supply disruptions elsewhere. The drop in prices from mid-November was attributed to the
Chinese Government’s easing of the capacity-cut policy, resolution of export supply disruptions, and
seasonal change (Reserve Bank of Australia, 2017a; Office of Chief Economist, DIIS, 2016, 2017a,b;
IEA, 2016).
As a result of the sharp spot price increase in the second half of 2016 and despite the subsequent
price decline, the Office (2016) estimated an increase of 3.7 per cent in Australian thermal coal
exports in the year to 30 June 2017. The Reserve Bank of Australia (2017a) observed that while
changes in spot prices since mid-2016 had improved the profitability of Australian coal exporters, its
research indicated that prices would need to remain elevated for some time to induce any noticeable
increase in Australian production. In July 2017, the Office (2017b) downgraded its forecast of an
increase in production to just 0.5 per cent.

5.2 Short-Term Thermal Coal Market Outlook
In early March 2017, the Chinese National Development and Reform Commission advised that China
intended to cut coal mining capacity by 150 million tonnes per year in 2017. However, the proviso
was that “the coal price remains in a reasonable range”. It did not define a “reasonable range”. It
could be assumed that current spot prices would be at the top of the range, because it is obvious that
the Chinese Government considered the price spike that occurred in late 2016 was undesirable. Also,
it is reasonable to assume that prices that prevailed in early 2016 before China commenced its
capacity reduction programme would be well below the bottom of the range, as such prices signalled
The average contract prices reported by the Office of the Chief Economist, DIIS (2017b) applied to 6700 kcal/kg thermal coal on a gross air
dried basis.
5
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the existence of excess supply of coal and meant that many Chinese coal mines incurred losses. The
Reserve Bank of Australia (2017a) observed that it is not clear whether or not the Chinese
Government would continue to force policies that have contributed to lower Chinese production of
coal, particularly given the elevation of coal prices caused by those policies.
The IMF’s Research Department Commodities Unit (2017a, p. 2) argued that the revival of thermal
coal prices in the second half of 2016 would not persist. It expected thermal coal prices “to decline
sharply within a year”. Subsequent forecasts by the IMF’s Research Department Commodities Unit
(2017d) indicated Newcastle benchmark thermal coal prices in nominal terms would decline from an
average of US$87.91 in the first quarter of 2017 to US$77.42 per tonne in the fourth quarter of 2017
and then to US$69.89 per tonne in the fourth quarter of 2018.
The World Bank Group (2017a,b) expected thermal coal prices would fall in nominal and real terms in
2017-2019. It forecast an average price of US$70 per tonne f.o.b. Newcastle in 2017, and nominal
prices of US$60 per tonne in 2018, and US$55 per tonne in 2019.
The Office of the Chief Economist, DIIS (the Office) (2017b) reported that thermal coal export contract
prices increased to an average of US$84 per tonne, in the period 1 April 2017 to 31 March 2018, in
response to the large spike in spot prices that occurred in the second half of 2016. The contract price
was expected to fall to US$70 per tonne (real 2017 terms) in the 2018-19 Japanese fiscal year and to
US$67 (real 2017 terms) in 2019-20. Spot prices were expected to average US$77 per tonne in
calendar year 2017, compared to an average of US$67 and a peak of US$110 in 2016 (2017 real
terms). Further decline in the spot price was expected in 2018 and 2019, with prices forecast to
average US$69 per tonne f.o.b. Newcastle and US$66, respectively, in real 2017 terms. The Office
based these forecast price declines on an expectation that import demand from China would decline
as it moved to a more diversified energy mix, Indian import growth would be constrained because of
slowing growth in coal-fired power generation and a government policy of reducing reliance on
imported thermal coal (Indian imports have been declining since 2015), and South Korean plans to
curb coal-fired electricity generation to reduce air pollution.
The Office (2017b) forecast that global import demand for thermal coal would decline by 2.4 per cent
to one billion tonnes in 2017, followed by a further decline of 2.1 per cent to 990 million tonnes in
2018, and a smaller decline of 0.4 per cent to 986 million tonnes in 2019. It explained that these
declines were expected to be driven by lower import demand from China, India and South Korea.

5.3 Medium-Term Thermal Coal Market Outlook
The Office of the Chief Economist, DIIS (2017a,b) forecast that the benchmark Newcastle thermal
coal spot price would fall from an average of US$77 per tonne f.o.b. in 2017 to an average of US$62
per tonne in 2020, and US$59 per tonne in 2022 in real 2017 terms. Contract prices were expected to
be US$84, US$62, and US$60 per tonne, f.o.b., in 2017, 2020, and 2022, respectively, in real 2017
terms.
IMF’s Research Department Commodities Unit (2017d) forecast that Newcastle benchmark thermal
coal prices would fall during 2017, dropping from an actual average of US$87.91 in the first quarter to
a forecast average of US$77.42 per tonne in the fourth quarter and US$82 per tonne over the year.
Further declines in nominal prices (and therefore, real prices) were forecast out to 2022. The IMF’s
Commodities Unit forecast an average nominal price of US$72.39 in 2018, US$69.19 in 2019,
US$67.90 in 2020, US$67.82 in 2021 and US$67.80 in 2022. In real 2017 terms, the indicated
average price would be about US$63.90 in 2020, and US$61.30 per tonne in 2022.6
The World Bank Group (2017a, b) anticipated that the Newcastle benchmark thermal coal price would
fall in real and nominal terms from 2017 to 2019, and rise slowly in nominal terms thereafter, while
falling in real terms. It expected an average price of US$70 per tonne f.o.b. Newcastle in 2017, a
nominal average price of US$55.40 in 2020, and a nominal average price of US$56.30 in 2022. This

In this sub-section, nominal price forecasts have been deflated to real 2017 terms at a rate of 2 per cent per year. This is approximately
equivalent to the World Bank’s (2017a) use of an estimated manufacturers unit value (MUV) index based on US$ prices of manufactured
goods exported from 15 countries: China, Japan, India, South Korea, Thailand, Germany, France, United Kingdom, Italy, Spain, United
States, Canada, Mexico, Brazil and South Africa.
6
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suggests an average price in 2020 of about US$52 per tonne, and in 2022 of around US$51 per tonne
in real 2017 terms.
Bullen, Kouparatsas, and Krolikowski (2014) of The Australian Treasury forecast that Newcastle
benchmark export thermal coal prices would decline from 2014 to 2017 to a low of around US$60 per
tonne, before recovering to around US$67.50 per tonne in 2021 (2017 terms). The forecasts were
generated by Treasury’s global thermal coal model.
Bullen, Kouparatsas, and Krolikowski (2014) did not anticipate the Chinese capacity cuts that
commenced in April 2016, their effect on spot prices in the second half of 2016, and the possibility of a
flow-on to contract prices from April 2017. However, their price forecast of around US$60 per tonne in
2017 was close to the actual contract price of US$62 per tonne.
The International Energy Agency (IEA) (2016) argued that capacity cuts were likely to continue over
the next five years in the context of excess supply, and demand growth is expected to be much lower
than in the 25 years to 2014 and may be negative. Capacity cuts could be market-driven, politically
administered (as in China), and result from depletion of deposits. According to the IEA, China
intended to cut up to 1,000 million tonnes per annum of coal mining capacity during the period to
2020.
The IEA expected that the combination of capacity reductions (in various ways) and some growth of
global demand would eliminate the excess supply disequilibrium by the early 2020s. Any growth of
global demand for coal, following declining demand in 2014 and 2105, was anticipated to arise from
economic growth and derived coal demand in India and south-east Asia that would more than offset
declining coal demand in China, the European Union and the United States.
The IEA considered that the forecast change in market circumstances would lead to a recovery of
prices by the early 2020s. Early 2020s contract prices for thermal coal in the range of US$70 to 75
per tonne f.o.b. Newcastle in 2017 real terms were expected, in the absence of tougher new climate
change mitigation initiatives (like those assumed in the IEA’s 450 scenario, rather than those already
foreshadowed and included in the IEA’s New Policies scenario – both outlined in the next subsection). The IEA argued that price recovery would be stronger to the extent that demand growth,
rather than capacity cuts eliminated excess supply.
The IEA commented that price recovery would restore the profitability of some mines previously
incurring losses. Cost cutting since 2012, along with lower input prices in the context of lower demand
for inputs, had also contributed to improved profitability.
However, the IEA had doubts that the capacity cut target of 1,000 million tonnes per annum in China
would be achieved. Also, it argued that whether the Chinese capacity cuts and capacity reductions
elsewhere would be sufficient to move the market from excess supply to balance by the early 2020s
was an open question. In respect of this issue, the IEA noted that there was still a substantial amount
of new thermal coal mining capacity in the investment pipeline.
The IEA’s doubts appeared to be shared by other reputable institutions. The IEA’s view on prices in
the medium term, without adjustments for reservations it expressed about the realisation of capacity
cuts, is more optimistic than the views of the World Bank Group (2017a,b), the IMF (2017d), and
Bullen, Kouparatsas, and Krolikowski (2014) of the Australian Treasury.

5.4 Long-Term Thermal Coal Market Outlook
5.4.1

Views of Credible Agencies

Forecasts generated by Bullen, Kouparatsas, and Krolikowski (2014) of The Australian Treasury using
The Treasury’s global thermal coal model indicated that thermal coal prices would settle in a range of
US$A85 to $A87.50 per tonne f.o.b. (real 2017 prices) from 2021 to 2030. The exchange rates
attaching to these Australian dollar prices were not specified. Applying an exchange rate indicative of
that applying in the first quarter of 2017, the forecast US$ price range for Newcastle benchmark coal
from 2022 out to 2030 would be in the declining range US$65 per tonne to US$63.50 per tonne.
The World Bank Group (2017b) anticipated that the Newcastle benchmark thermal coal price would
fall in nominal terms out to 2019 and in real terms from 2017 to 2030. It forecast an average nominal
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price of US$55 per tonne f.o.b. Newcastle in 2019, a nominal average price of US$56.30 in 2022, and
US$60 in 2030. In real 2017 terms, the indicated average price would be about US$51 per tonne in
2022 and US$46 per tonne in 2030.
The IMF’s Research Department Commodities Unit (2017d) provided forecasts of Newcastle
benchmark thermal coal prices only out to 2022. It predicted an average nominal price of US$67.80 in
2022. In real 2017 terms, the indicated average price would be about US$61.30 per tonne in 2022.
The IEA’s (2016) analysis of the long-term outlook for thermal coal involved three scenarios, each of
which started with a medium-term (circa 5 years) outlook of elimination of excess supply by the early
2020s, as outlined in the previous sub-section. The three long-term scenarios produced divergent
outlooks that reflected differences between assumptions made to create each scenario.
The IEA’s three scenarios were:
―

New Policies, a “central” scenario that incorporates all government policies currently in place, and
targets and intentions already announced, even if they had not yet been fully implemented

―

Current Policies, a “high” scenario that is based on the assumption that existing policy measures
are maintained without additions and deletions

―

450, a “low” scenario that reflects implementation of policy measures considered to be consistent
with a 50 per cent chance of limiting the global increase in temperature to 2 degrees Celsius.

The process of elimination of excess capacity by the early 2020s that was discussed by the IEA
differed between the IEA’s three scenarios. The extent of capacity cuts is largest in the 450 scenario,
and least in the Current Policies scenario. Demand growth is largest in the Current Policies Scenario
and least (significant demand decline) in the 450 scenario. Reflecting these differences, price
recovery in the medium term is weakest in the 450 scenario.
The thermal coal use and price trajectories associated with the IEA’s three scenarios diverge from
2020. The gap continues to widen out to the end of the forecast period, 2040.
Under the Current Policies scenario, (thermal and metallurgical) coal use globally was expected to
grow at a rate of 1.2 per cent per year to 2040 (compared to 2.4 per cent per year over the 25 years to
2014), exceeding 6.7 billion tonnes per year in 2030 and 7.7 billion tonnes per year in 2040. This
growth was expected to be concentrated in developing Asian countries. Thermal coal real 2017 prices
were expected to approach US$78 per tonne by 2022, US$90 per tonne by 2030, and US$100 per
tonne by 2040.
Under the New Policies scenario, coal use globally was expected to grow at a rate of 0.2 per cent per
year to 2040, reaching about 5.8 billion tonnes per year in 2030 and 6 billion tonnes in 2040. Again,
this growth was expected to be concentrated in developing Asian countries. Thermal coal real prices
were forecast to be around US$73 per tonne in 2022, US$80 per tonne in 2030, and US$85 by 2040.
Under the 450 scenario, global coal use was predicted to drop at a rate of 2.6 per cent per year, down
to around 3.8 billion tonnes per year in 2030, and 2.9 billion tonnes per year in 2040. In this scenario,
thermal coal real prices would plateau around US$65 per tonne in the early 2020s, and then decline to
around US$60 per tonne in 2030, and less than US$55 per tonne by 2040 (real 2017 price terms).
The IEA (2016) provided significantly lower forecasts under all three scenarios in the World Energy
Outlook 2016 than in its World Energy Outlook 2015, a year earlier. Nevertheless, the IEA remains
more optimistic about the long-term price outlook for thermal coal than other high profile official
agencies that have published price outlooks.
The IEA’s (2016) worst case, the 450 scenario, provided a significantly more optimistic thermal coal
price outlook than the World Bank Group’s forecast price trajectory, and a slightly less optimistic view
than the 2014 Australian Treasury forecast. The IEA’s central scenario, New Policies, is much more
optimistic than the long-term price outlooks offered by the World Bank and the Australian Treasury.
IMF’s Research Department Commodities Unit (2016) flagged the possibility of stranded thermal coal
assets, including “stranded reserves”, in the long term. It pointed out that this could occur in the
absence of “proper carbon capture and storage” for electricity generation and steel-making activities.
The time horizon of stranding of assets was said to be uncertain because it was dependent on the
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uncertain timing of the transition from fossil fuels to renewable sources of energy (“the energy
transition”). It was noted that history indicated that “energy transitions” take considerable time to
complete. Nevertheless, the IMF’s Research Department Commodities Unit (2016, p. 50) also
observed:
“History may not repeat itself in that regard, however, in that the technological forces unleashed by the
anticipated public and private responses to climate change seem much more potent than the factors
driving earlier transitions and may lead to a relatively swifter transition this time, notwithstanding the
potential delay implied by the current low-for-long fossil fuel price environment. Considering the
industry’s carbon emissions intensity, coal-related assets are more exposed to the risk of becoming
stranded than are oil and natural gas assets.”
For stranding of coal assets to occur, prices would have to fall to a level that removes sufficient coal
from the proved and probable reserves category to cause cessation of production, or reduction of
production below the capacity of extraction (mining and processing) and transport facilities, or
reduction of the life of a mine below the potential commercially productive life of extraction and
transport assets. Removal of coal from reserves through price changes that persist should be
regarded as elimination of reserves, not stranding of reserves.
5.4.2

Economic Perspectives on Long-Term Future of Coal and Coal Prices

The future of fossil fuels has been attracting increasing interest in the mainstream economics
literature.7 The relevant literature has provided useful insights regarding long-term thermal coal
prices.
An important insight is that there are good reasons to be pessimistic about the long-term price of coal
even if governments of major coal-consuming countries do not act to strengthen substantially policies
to mitigate greenhouse gas and other undesirable emissions from use of coal. This insight casts
doubt on the optimism of IEA’s (2016) long-term coal price forecasts under the Current Policies and
New Policies scenarios.
Energy economics specialists Covert, Greenstone and Knittel (2016) of University of Chicago and MIT
explained that coal prices were likely to be constrained by reported coal reserves (commercially
recoverable at current or expected prices) large enough to supply current quantity demanded at
current prices for more than 100 years. While the reserves-to-production ratio had fallen substantially
for more than a decade to 2008, it had subsequently stabilised and risen slightly. The reversal of a
downtrend in the reserves-to-production ratio had occurred despite substantial reduction of prices
from mid-2011 until early 2016.
Reserves to production ratios for oil and gas grew steadily during the 30 years to 2010. Reserves are
currently sufficient to supply currently production for around 50 years of production of each of these
commodities (Covert, Greenstone, Knittel, 2016).
While depletion tends to raise marginal costs of extraction in individual operations, this effect has been
offset by rapid improvements to exploration and production technologies and techniques that have
facilitated additions to reserves. This phenomenon has been apparent across the three fossil fuels:
coal, oil and gas. The abundance of each helps constrain prices of other fossil fuels.
Technological progress has also been rapid for production of electricity from renewables. This is likely
to continue. It will lead to substitution of renewables for fossil fuels, constraining prices of fossil fuels.
Summing up, fossil fuel abundance, technological progress, and substitutability can be expected to
combine to constrain thermal coal prices in the long-term. Moreover, predictions of declining prices
might induce early production to take advantage of higher prices in the short-term, causing prices to
fall. So, these predictions may become a self-fulfilling prophesy (Helm, 2016).
Natural resource and infrastructure economics specialist Dieter Helm of Oxford University observed in
an analysis of the future of fossil fuels (Helm, 2016, pp. 203-204):
“The end of fossil fuels is not about to arrive, and will not be caused by running out of any of them. The
quantities are sufficient to fry the planet several times over, and technological progress in the extraction
7

For example, see Helm (2016), Covert, Greenstone, and Knittel (2016), Helm (2016), Collier, Venables (2014).
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of fossil fuels has recently been at least as fast as for renewables. We live in an age of fossil fuel
abundance.
We also live in a world where fossil fuel prices have fallen, and where the common assumption that
prices will bounce back, and that the cycle of fossil fuel prices will not only reassert itself but also
continue on a rising trend, may be seriously misguided.”

Low coal prices could also persist in the long-term if use of coal is impeded or the cost of its use is
raised through government regulations designed to reduce emissions (including regulations relating to
selection of technologies), or by other government action to apply taxes or prices to greenhouse gas
emissions or otherwise tax coal use. This was recognised in the IEA’s (2016) coal price forecasts.
The consequences of fossil fuel abundance, substitutability, and technological advances were not.
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6

CONCLUDING

6

REMARKS
Concluding Remarks

There are several reasons for questioning the appropriateness of a Commonwealth Government loan
of the order of $1 billion through the NAIF for the proposed Carmichael-Abbot Point rail link.
a) The task of securing debt and equity finance for a $21.7 billion project comprising thermal coal
mines and supporting infrastructure, including a new 388-km standard gauge rail link and a new
coal export terminal, would be very demanding at any time. It would be particularly difficult in the
context of the current widespread perception of a negative thermal coal market outlook.
b) It is understood that Adani has not yet secured sufficient funding for the project to proceed, and it
considers that obtaining a loan from the NAIF as critically important. This may be related to the
size of the financing requirement and the profitability of the project at current prices and at prices
forecast by credible entities. It is not possible to express a considered view on profitability without
access to detailed information about the project’s cost structure over time.
c) The NAIF by design is a provider of concessionary financial support only to entities that would not
be able to obtain sufficient allow projects to proceed. Both the failure to obtain sufficient financial
support from commercial sources, and provision of concessional terms mean provision of a loan
or other financial mechanism to Adani for the rail project must be regarded as a high risk financing
arrangement for the financier. NAIF’s Risk Management Framework has stated that the NAIF has
a high financing risk tolerance, but they will be imposing the high risk on Australian taxpayers.
d) It is not clear how the NAIF could meet the direction from government that there be an
expectation of full repayment of the loan with interest, while providing support only if commercial
financiers do not provide sufficient finance for the project to proceed. It seems that the
expectation could not be high if sufficient private sector finance is not forthcoming.
e) The economic rationale for the proposed NAIF loan is highly simplistic and has not been
substantiated by detailed economic assessment. The claim that all other coal basins in Australia
have been opened up by government investment in infrastructure is not correct. In the Bowen
Basin, mining companies bore the full cost and risk of providing rail and port infrastructure. In
addition, a proper economic assessment of government financial assistance for construction of
the proposed Carmichael-Abbot Point rail line would have to take into account, among other
things, the risk-adjusted opportunity cost of the capital, the likelihood and magnitude of genuine
induced investment in the Galilee Basin and benefits arising therefrom, pricing of access by other
users, and crowding-out effects in the thermal coal mining sector, and other sectors.
f) There are sound reasons to be pessimistic about thermal coal prices in short-, medium- and longterm time frames. This pessimism seems to be justified, even in the absence of intensification of
action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in major coal-using economies. In the context of
much stronger global action to mitigate climate change, the thermal coal price outlook would be
bleak indeed
g) In the context of widely-held pessimism regarding the outlook for thermal coal prices, any
economic surpluses (revenues less full costs including a reasonable return to investment) from
opening up the Galilee Basin would be small, at best. Consequently, nett economic benefits
would be small, at best, casting doubt on a loan from NAIF for the rail link being justifiable on
economic grounds.
h) Similarly, widely-held pessimism regarding the outlook for thermal coal prices means that
potential commercial lenders to Adani for the Carmichael project would reasonably be doubting
that loans would be fully repaid with interest. NAIF should be even more concerned about
recovering taxpayers money with interest, particularly as NAIF would probably rank behind other
lenders.
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